
Each cooking zone. Individually timed
Once a cooking zone is in use, its timer can be accessed quickly and 
conveniently via the touchscreen display. No toggling through menus or other 
zones. And because each dish can be precisely timed individually, absolute 
control over the cooking process is assured.

Zone in with intuitive controls
By turning the hob on and placing a pan down, the LED slider control 
automatically lights up. Intuitively showing which zone to use. Avoid placing a 
pot on an inactive zone, and experience the full power of cooking with AEG.

Combine zones to cook more
This hob can easily cope when you’re cooking large 
amounts – or simply with bigger pans. Just touch the 
Bridge button to link and control two cooking zones 
together to fit any large or long pan. Sharing the same 
temperature and time setting, the linked zones are ideal 
when you’re cooking for dinner

Hob2Hood - Cook without distractions
This hob has Hob2Hood, a useful feature that 
automatically controls your cooker hood and lights. It 
means you don’t get distracted by trying to regulate the 
fan when you’re at crucial cooking moments: you can 
simply concentrate on getting your dish right. But if 
you’d rather adjust the fan speed

Your touch brings it to life
Imagine a glossy sheet of pure ebony glass that blends 
seamlessly with your worktop. Its cooking zones and 
touch controls are invisible until your fingertips bring 
them to life. The AEG MaxiSense Pure hob combines a 
sleek design with responsive functions, transforming 
your kitchen and turning

The AEG Pure 3 hob combines a sleek, seamless design with responsive 
functions. Ebony glass blends seamlessly with the worktop. Its cooking zones 
and controls are invisible until your fingertips bring them to life. Transform the 
kitchen and turn cooking into a true pleasure.

Your touch brings it to life
The AEG Pure 3 hob combines a sleek, seamless design with responsive 
functions. Ebony glass blends seamlessly with the worktop. Its cooking zones 
and controls are invisible until your fingertips bring them to life. Transform the 
kitchen and turn cooking into a true pleasure.
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Product Specification
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